
 

Short Report on IIMC during COVID Situation 
 

1. COVID-19, Mask, Social distancing and 100%  Locked Down –all 

these are completely new and unknown paradigms for all of us, it is 

weird and very difficult situation. 

2. In our IIMC-Mission, we live with and very near to people –our life 

and practice is social and together with everyone –but very strange 

situation, everyone is detached from each other. 

3. Since last week of March, April-May 100% Locked Down, during this period we had 

catastrophic AmPhan Cyclone.  

IIMC-team started social rehabilitation, Medically, Economically and Socio-

Psychologically and it was reported time to time –how we remained active. 

4. This moment more than 4 month COVID infection, Locked Down –Panic. People are 

completely confused and bit lost and no one knows how to handle the life. 

5. We in our IIMC-Mission Senior Staffs remain working and active for support works. We 

are every day ready and doing our best to live on near the needy and destitute people, 

though –social gathering is not allowed. 

Every day more and more people are infected, hospitals are overcrowded. People are 

passing difficult and hard time. 

6. All our Schools are closed Dhaki and other centers are open for office & relief work. Our 

Indoor-Main office –we are open and trying to coordinate everything and especially 

support works. 

7. August will be not good –twice or thrice in a week 100%  Locked Down, but we hope 

September will be bit better –possibly School will be allowed to open 3 days in a week, 

this moment some online classes –in our high Schools and among our Senior sponsorship 

children. 

8. In our IIMC no one is yet COVID infected but around Indoor area many people are sick –

our neighbors are worried. Though we IIMC volunteers are in front line to help the 

people with relief and support materials.  

9. In our Children Home all children are safe and staying with us. Barnali taking care of 

their education and daily life and there is a full time teacher to teach them. 

10.  International flights are not allowed to operate in Kolkata –there are no international 

participants and I have cancelled my all international meetings and conferences, till the 

situation improve.  

We all are looking forward to come out of this unfortunate circumstances. 
 

           Thank you very much for your all cares, concern and continuous support and taking part                                           

           to our IIMC-Mission. 
           

           Greetings from all IIMC-Members. 
 

           Dr. Bramhochary 

           IIMC-Mission. 


